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SERIES**

“Eerie, beautiful, and devastating.” —Chicago Tribune

“A stealthy hit with staying power. . . . thriller-like pacing.” —The New York
Times

“Thirteen Reasons Why will leave you with chills long after you have finished
reading.” —Amber Gibson, NPR’s “All Things Considered”

You can’t stop the future. 
You can’t rewind the past.
The only way to learn the secret . . . is to press play.

Clay Jensen returns home from school to find a strange package with his name on
it lying on his porch. Inside he discovers several cassette tapes recorded by
Hannah Baker—his classmate and crush—who committed suicide two weeks
earlier. Hannah's voice tells him that there are thirteen reasons why she decided
to end her life. Clay is one of them. If he listens, he'll find out why.
               
Clay spends the night crisscrossing his town with Hannah as his guide. He
becomes a firsthand witness to Hannah's pain, and as he follows Hannah’s
recorded words throughout his town, what he discovers changes his life forever.
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From reader reviews:

Peter Tesch:

This Thirteen Reasons Why book is not ordinary book, you have it then the world is in your hands. The
benefit you have by reading this book is actually information inside this publication incredible fresh, you will
get facts which is getting deeper an individual read a lot of information you will get. This specific Thirteen
Reasons Why without we realize teach the one who looking at it become critical in considering and
analyzing. Don't become worry Thirteen Reasons Why can bring whenever you are and not make your bag
space or bookshelves' turn out to be full because you can have it inside your lovely laptop even telephone.
This Thirteen Reasons Why having good arrangement in word and layout, so you will not sense uninterested
in reading.

Sheila Cyr:

Now a day individuals who Living in the era everywhere everything reachable by match the internet and the
resources included can be true or not involve people to be aware of each details they get. How many people
to be smart in having any information nowadays? Of course the answer then is reading a book. Studying a
book can help persons out of this uncertainty Information specially this Thirteen Reasons Why book since
this book offers you rich information and knowledge. Of course the knowledge in this book hundred %
guarantees there is no doubt in it you may already know.

Gary Tawney:

This Thirteen Reasons Why is great guide for you because the content that is certainly full of information for
you who always deal with world and possess to make decision every minute. This book reveal it data
accurately using great arrange word or we can say no rambling sentences inside it. So if you are read that
hurriedly you can have whole information in it. Doesn't mean it only gives you straight forward sentences
but difficult core information with lovely delivering sentences. Having Thirteen Reasons Why in your hand
like having the world in your arm, details in it is not ridiculous 1. We can say that no guide that offer you
world in ten or fifteen small right but this guide already do that. So , this is certainly good reading book. Hey
there Mr. and Mrs. busy do you still doubt that will?

Linda Young:

Many people spending their time frame by playing outside together with friends, fun activity having family
or just watching TV 24 hours a day. You can have new activity to enjoy your whole day by reading through
a book. Ugh, ya think reading a book will surely hard because you have to take the book everywhere? It all



right you can have the e-book, taking everywhere you want in your Touch screen phone. Like Thirteen
Reasons Why which is finding the e-book version. So , try out this book? Let's see.
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